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1. Introduction
A well-planned insurance program can be of critical importance 
to an accountant. It can mean the difference between the success­
ful continuation of a practice, or its demise; it can mean the 
difference between financial protection and financial hardship for 
the dependents of a practitioner or his staff.
CPAs are closely concerned with their clients’ insurance needs, 
yet frequently neglect their own programs. Nor is it enough to 
establish a program—and then ignore it. The decreasing value 
of the dollar—as well as the trend toward large awards for damages 
—may have destroyed much of its effectiveness.
This bulletin seeks to aid the practitioner in evaluating the 
adequacy of his present insurance program. Various types of firm 
protection and individual employee benefits insurance are briefly 
described. Suggested programs for the small, medium-size and 
larger firms are outlined in the appendix.
It has been assumed, in the preparation of this bulletin, that 
every CPA has a working knowledge of the usual forms of prop­
erty and liability insurance. Therefore, a detailed analysis of each 
of the policies has been omitted except for accountants’ liability 
which is one of the important special coverages peculiar to the 
accounting profession.
Much of this material has been prepared by Herbert L. Jami­
son.* Although his recommendations do not necessarily represent
* Mr. Jamison, the senior partner in the insurance firm of Herbert L. Jamison 
and Co., is insurance counsel to the New York State Society of CPAs and ad­
visor to the Institute’s committee on accountants’ liability insurance.
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the policies of the Institute, they are based on years of experience 
with the insurance problems of accounting firms and his close 
association with the professional organizations of CPAs.
In order to find out the kinds and limits of insurance now 
carried by accountants, a questionnaire was sent to a one-in­
twelve sample of firms and practitioners represented in the In­
stitute’s membership. Replies were received from 199 firms and 
207 individual practitioners located throughout the country. In 
addition, six national firms provided data on their insurance pro­
grams. The replies are summarized on pp. 33-41. The summary 
is broken down by size of office only, since this appeared to be 
the only significant factor affecting coverage. The survey’s re­
sults were used to determine areas of possible weakness and to 
help form a basis for the recommended programs for firms of dif­
ferent sizes.
The suggestions under each section of this bulletin should 
enable the CPA and his insurance agent or broker to consider all 
the important special clauses, often omitted in “standard” policies, 
which will help the CPA to acquire adequate protection, in the 
light of the circumstances of his practice.
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2. Liability Insurance
Accountants Professional Liability
Everyone in the profession has heard of suits against practi­
tioners for negligence, fraud, or breach of contract.
Court decisions against accountants have, in some cases, re­
sulted in high judgments. Other suits, though not culminating in 
a verdict against the accountant, have been costly from the stand­
point of defense alone. Some cases do not reach the litigation 
stage but are settled out of court without publicity.
It is evident from the survey that CPAs have become increas­
ingly aware of the need for professional liability insurance. Sixty- 
seven per cent of the firms carry such coverage. Seventy-nine per 
cent of the practitioners with six or more staff and 94% of the 
firms with 11 or more staff are insured for loss limits ranging 
from $25,000 for offices with less than six staff to $1,000,000 
for firms with 50 or more staff. All the surveyed national firms 
carry such coverage with reported loss limits ranging from 
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000.
Despite constant care in the application of the highest stand­
ards of professional skill, every accountant should minimize his 
exposure to financial loss in the practice of his profession by 
carrying adequate professional liability insurance. A valuable fea­
ture of this insurance is that it affords protection for claims made 
during the policy term, even though the work was performed 
prior to its acquisition. Also, for a moderate charge, the policy 
can be extended up to six years beyond its termination date, 
to cover work performed while the policy was in effect.
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Limits of Coverage to Carry
The possibility of suits and the amounts which may be claimed 
increase in direct proportion to the scope of the accounting 
firm’s activities. Since it is impossible to estimate how large a 
verdict may be awarded in an accountant’s liability suit, it is ad­
visable to insure for the highest limit of coverage that can be 
afforded.
A suit may not only imperil the accounting firm’s capital; it 
may also place each member’s personal assets in jeopardy. This 
means that some or all of the partners in a firm could be forced 
into bankruptcy by a large adverse judgment if the firm had no 
insurance, or an inadequate amount of it.
Professional liability insurance usually does not apply to liability 
under the Securities Act of 1933, but this exclusion may be removed 
at moderate additional cost. (See description of the New York State 
Society plan on page 42.)
As with most other forms of liability insurance, the unit cost 
of limits in excess of the basic policy decreases as the limit in­
creases. For example:
Limits of Coverage Rate per thousand*
Increase Over
Per Claim Aggregate 5 Staff 10 Staff Basic Policy
$ 20,000 $ 40,000 $3.50 $4.65 —
30,000 60,000 3.02 4.03 30%
50,000 100,000 2.51 3.35 80%
100,000 200,000 1.75 2.33 150%
250,000 500,000 .91 1.21 225%
State Society Plans
During the last few years an increasing number of state so­
cieties have made professional liability insurance available to 
members at better than the standard rates charged by the American 
insurance companies. The recently revised plan of the New York
* Based on New York Society rates for a one year policy. A three year policy 
reduces premiums by 17%.
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State Society carries rates and features generally as favorable as 
those available from the underwriters at Lloyd’s of London.
Fourteen state societies* have now approved or sponsored plans 
and a number of others are giving this important subject active con­
sideration.
It seems likely that the time will come when most of this in­
surance will be placed with state society plans. In addition to the 
lower initial cost (and the lower net cost if the plan allows a bonus 
for no claims), the advantages of a state society plan include: 
broad policy contracts f, careful selection of risks through collabo­
ration with state society committees makes possible lower costs, 
and better claim service because of the greater value to the 
underwriting company of a large group of policies versus individual 
policies. The insurance company is also less inclined to challenge 
certain borderline situations because of the risk of alienating an 
influential group. However, it may be more advantageous for 
certain firms to carry individual policies in which their special 
problems can be covered.
General Public Liability
In these days when virtually every injury case involves second 
or third party liability, proper insurance to cover claims for 
bodily injuries or property damage due to the negligence of 
partners or employees inside or outside of the office is a basic 
necessity to an accounting firm.
Bodily injury limits of $50/100,000 and a property damage 
limit of $5,000 is minimal. It costs only about six per cent more to 
double these limits. The time saved by principals through reliance 
upon trained insurance company experts to handle negligence claims
* These states are: California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, 
Michigan, New York, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah, 
Washington.
† Special policy contracts were drawn up by underwriters in collaboration with 
committees of the New York State Society of CPAs and the Pennsylvania In­
stitute of CPAs. The New York Society’s policy form has also been adapted by 
the Maryland, Florida and Utah Societies.
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may alone be worth the entire premium cost. The policy provides 
full investigating and legal expense coverage in addition to the 
judgment or settlement limits per claim.
A New York firm had an experience recently which underscores 
the need for adequate liability insurance. It was faced with a suit 
for $100,000 by someone who had been seriously injured by 
tripping over the briefcase of one of its staff members in a public 
restaurant. Because it carried no insurance, the firm itself had 
all of the bother and expense of investigating and handling the 
claim. The partners considered themselves fortunate in being 
able to settle before suit for $4,000. A $100/250,000 general 
public liability insurance policy would have cost them about $42 
a year.
Only 54% of the firms queried for this bulletin carry insurance 
against claims alleging bodily injury or property damage due to 
negligent acts of the accounting firm’s principals or its employees.
While such claims are infrequent, this coverage is comparable 
in some ways to the property damage feature of the standard 
automobile liability policy. Many of the firms carrying this 
feature are insured for the old basic limit of $5,000— an inadequate 
amount in these days of inflated values. The minimum should be 
$10,000 and it would be safer to carry $25,000. The five times 
greater protection costs only 16% more than the $5,000 limit.
The policy should be written on the comprehensive form which 
covers all activities and hazards not specifically excluded by the 
policy. It includes new exposures and changes during the policy 
term without the necessity of notifying the insurance company. It 
prevents gaps in coverage by combining under one contract what 
used to require several to achieve proper protection. Any non­
ownership automobile liability insurance or coverage on firm 
owned cars which is needed may be included in this policy. To 
cover certain borderline claims, the words “caused by accident” 
in the insuring clause should be revised to an “occurrence” basis.
It is also advisable to carry the general liability insurance with 
the same company which insures the workmen’s compensation. 
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This eliminates the chance of any controversy on whether an em­
ployee was injured in the course of his employment or was a 
member of the public at the time of accident.
Automobile Liability Insurance
If a partner’s or employee’s automobile is likely to be used 
for business purposes, the firm may be named as a defendant in 
a suit for bodily injuries or property damage arising from an 
accident. All standard policies automatically include the interest 
of the firm if the firm has any legal responsibility for the use of 
the automobile, but it is important that bodily injury and property 
damage liability limits be adequate on all employee owned cars 
used on firm business.
It is permissible to include the firm’s name as an additional in­
sured on the policies covering employee owned automobiles. This, 
however, is not recommended. The firm may then become equally 
responsible as party to the contract for payment of premium, 
filing notice of loss, etc. The automatic protection furnished by 
the standard policy gives the firm all the necessary coverage with­
out the additional responsibilities.
If no firm owned cars are used in the practice, it is advisable 
to obtain, in the firm’s name, a blanket non-ownership automobile 
liability policy at nominal cost (less than $25 a year for $100/300,- 
000 in many areas) to cover the firm’s liability for all claims. This 
insurance covers such hidden risks as a lapse of an employee’s 
policy and inadequate coverage. It also provides excess protection 
over the employees’ policy limits.
This form of insurance, according to the survey, is generally 
carried by accounting firms. Eighty-seven per cent carry automo­
bile bodily injury and 79% have property damage liability cover­
age. The bodily injury limits range from $25/50,000 for the 
smaller offices up to $250/500,000 for the larger ones. The over­
all average is $100/300,000. Minimums of $100/200,000 are 
recommended for the smaller firms and practitioners, $250/500,- 
000 for all others except the national firms. The latter should 
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carry no less than $500/1,000,000. The extra costs are:
For $100/300,000 vs. $ 25/ 50,000— 13%
For 250/500,000 vs. 100/300,000—  6%
For 500/1,000,000 vs. 250/500,000—  6%
The survey reveals that the old $5,000 or even $10,000 prop­
erty damage liability limits are too often carried. Such limits are 
not sufficient in view of rising repair costs and higher valued cars 
and trucks (many with costly cargoes) on the highways. Some­
times the owner of a car or truck damaged by the insured claims 
more for loss of its use during a prolonged repair period than for 
the direct repair cost. A $25,000 property damage limit should 
be the minimum. It costs only 20% more than $5,000 and 10% 
more than $10,000.
The insurance should be written on a comprehensive policy 
form in order to cover all cars owned, rented or used on behalf 
of the firm even in the absence of any specific notification of 
changes to the insurance company during the policy year. It should, 
of course, provide protection on rented vehicles.
Workmen’s Compensation
If an accounting office has four or more employees in addition 
to the principal or partners, it is necessary (in New York State 
at least) to carry workmen’s compensation insurance. The law 
in other states may not require public accounting firms to carry 
such insurance. Nonetheless, the protection is still advisable. The 
premium rates for traveling accountants and clerical staff are 
quite reasonable.
Under this insurance all employees (owner or partners are ex­
cluded) are paid weekly benefits, medical reimbursement and 
other statutory coverage required under the state’s workmen’s 
compensation law if they become involved in accidents arising 
out of their occupation. The accidents may occur in or out of the 
employer’s office and, if the policy has been properly endorsed, 
employees at branch offices will be covered for the benefits pro­
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vided by the laws of states where the branch offices are located 
should those laws be broader than the laws of the headquarters 
state.
In addition to providing statutory medical and indemnity to in­
jured employees, a separate section of the policy will pay any dam­
ages for which the firm may be legally obligated because of work- 
connected injuries which are not necessarily subject to the statutory 
benefits—for example, a permanent injury which does not prevent 
the employee from pursuing his normal work. Also, third parties 
who may have been held responsible for injuries to an employee 
can directly sue the employer contending that he was negligent.
New York and some other states do not permit the insurance 
companies to limit this additional coverage to a fixed amount—al­
though claims for certain occupational diseases are limited in New 
York to $50,000. There are many states, however, where 
the standard policy limit is $25,000 unless otherwise endorsed. 
A limit of $100,000 is recommended whenever the basic 
policy limit is less. The extra premium cost is small.
However, seven states* have compulsory “monopolistic” state 
funds and supplementary private compensation plans are restricted. 
Practitioners located in these states should familiarize themselves 
with these restrictions or prohibitions.
Statutory Disability Benefits Insurance
The laws of New York, New Jersey, California and Rhode Island 
require that non-occupational accident and sickness insurance be 
provided for all employees. The New York law specifically states 
that the insurance must be provided if there are four or more 
(three or more after January 1,1960) employees besides the owner 
or partners.
Both the New York and California CPA Societies sponsor group 
plans which enable firms, with at least one partner who is a mem­
ber of the society, to obtain this insurance on a highly favorable
* These States are: Arizona, Nevada, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Washington 
and Wyoming.
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cost basis. The starting rate in New York for example, is $1.35 
per employee per month which is currently reduced by a year-end 
experience refund of 20% to $1.08. The New York law permits 
deducting from the employee’s salary up to $1.30 per month. If 
employees’ contributions up to the statutory maximum are deducted, 
there is presently no cost to the firm and a refund to the employees, 
after taking into account the experience credit under the New York 
State Society’s Plan.
This will be a growing opportunity for the state societies to serve 
their members as more states enact disability benefits laws. The 
survey conducted for this bulletin showed the greatest participa­
tion in society-sponsored plans by firms with between six and 
fifty employees. There are now 515 New York firms insuring a 
total of 4,642 employees under the New York Society’s group plan.
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3. Basic Forms of Property Insurance
Fire, Extended Coverages, Sprinkler Leakage,
Burglary and Theft
One of the first things an accountant checks in a client’s in­
surance program is the fire and extended coverages on plant, 
machinery and inventory to be sure that the amount is sufficient 
to cover a serious loss and equals or exceeds the percentage of 
any co-insurance clause in the policies. Yet, 29% of the survey 
respondents do not insure their own office furniture, equipment 
and supplies against fire loss. However, in cases where the value 
of these assets is relatively small, a number of firms prefer to 
self-insure; they feel that a maximum loss would not create a 
financial hardship. One national firm carries this insurance only 
on its home office.
Of those firms which have fire protection, 18% do not have 
the extended coverages available at small extra cost under the 
fire policy. Half of the six national firms surveyed do not carry 
fire, extended coverages or the special office contents policy de­
scribed below. Offices in buildings equipped with automatic sprin­
klers should also carry low cost sprinkler leakage insurance to 
cover water damage from an accidental leak. Sprinkler leakage 
insurance of 25% of value should be sufficient since it is unlikely 
that a sprinkler system leak will damage any greater proportion 
of the office contents. However, a higher proportion of the furnish­
ings in smaller offices is apt to be damaged by a single leak, so 
consideration might be given to higher coverage in these cases.
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A co-insurance clause, which imposes a loss penalty when in­
surance does not equal or exceed the agreed upon percentage 
(80%-90% or 100%), is required in fire insurance policies 
covering most major cities throughout the country. In establishing 
the amount of insurance which should be carried on office con­
tents, the present “insurable” value should be first determined. 
This is the present replacement cost less a reasonable allowance 
for physical depreciation. To this amount should be added the 
value of office supplies. Improvements to the building made by 
the tenant—such as painting, built-in paneling, shelves, etc., which 
cannot be removed without defacing the premises (check terms 
of lease covering alterations or attachments made by tenant)— 
should be valued on an amortized basis and included in the 
insurance amount so that the tenant can collect under his policy 
in case of fire or other insured damage. In this connection it is 
important that the insuring clause of the policy includes the words 
“improvements and betterments.” In some cases it may be possible 
to insure major improvements jointly with the landlord, with the 
method of distributing the loss proceeds specified in the lease.
If the policy contains a co-insurance (or average) clause, it is 
advisable to carry insurance for the total amount as explained 
above, even if the 80% or 90% clause is used in the policy. 
This assures full coverage in case of a total loss and provides a 
10% leeway under the 90% clause (or a 20% leeway with 
80% clause) if a partial loss occurs toward the end of a three or 
five year policy during which additions may have been made 
(such as air conditioning) without a corresponding increase in 
the policy amount.
Office Contents Special Form
The newest development in office contents insurance, partic­
ularly suitable for accounting firms, is the office contents special 
form policy. For a small rate loading (usually $.15 per $100 on 
the first $5,000 of coverage per location with lower rates as limit 
is increased), the standard fire policy may be broadened to cover
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practically all risks of physical losses or damage except earth­
quake, flood, mysterious disappearance and fraud. One of the 
important improvements over the usual office contents policy is 
that theft of office equipment is covered. The policy also covers 
office equipment off the premises up to 10% of the policy limit. 
A valuable feature of this special policy is burglary and robbery 
coverage up to $250 on currency, money and stamps. A $50 
deductible applies to theft losses and water damage other than 
flood which is not covered. All fire, extended coverages, sprinkler 
leakage, burglary and vandalism losses are paid in full.
The great majority of the surveyed firms carry the old style 
specific perils insurance. Less than 25%, evenly divided between 
practitioners and partnerships, carry this newer form. Every public 
accounting firm should carry the broader office contents special 
form of policy on its main office and branch offices, if any. If 
separate sprinkler leakage and burglary and theft insurance is 
being carried, it may be found that this better policy costs no 
more and often costs less than the specific perils type.
Valuable Papers and Records
This policy covers the cost of reproducing worksheets, clients’ 
bookkeeping records and other valuable data which are lost, 
destroyed or damaged by any cause—subject to the usual exclu­
sions of war, wear and tear and any dishonest or criminal act by 
the insured. It not only covers such data in the accountant’s 
office; it covers up to 10% (maximum $5,000) of the policy 
limit while the documents are being used at or carried to and 
from a client’s office or the offices of a photostater, printer, etc., 
excluding outside storage locations.
The moderate premium cost, slightly over $1.00 per $1,000 a 
year in a well-rated building, is based on the accountant’s office 
fire insurance rate. There is no co-insurance feature to consider; 
but the policy amount should be sufficient to cover the maximum 
loss exposure. (See the appendix for suggested minimum amounts.)
Although this policy is advisable for all accounting firms, only
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32% of those surveyed carried it. However, 42% of the offices 
with staffs of six or more are insured for limits ranging from 
$4,000 to $200,000.
Business Interruption or Extra Expense
This form of insurance is seldom, if ever, needed by an ac­
counting firm. If a fire, explosion, windstorm, etc., rendered the 
office untenantable, other facilities could usually be acquired with­
out much difficulty. The principal loss would be the extra cost 
of restoring files, records, etc.—which can be largely recovered 
through the valuable records insurance previously described.
Less than three per cent of the surveyed practitioners and firms 
carry this insurance. (See page 24 for explanation of business 
expense disability insurance.)
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4. Dishonesty Insurance
According to the Institute survey, only six per cent of those in 
the 2 to 50 employee group carry fidelity insurance. None in this 
group insure any of the other types of dishonesty loss described 
below. By contrast, 60% of the firms (other than national) with 
over 50 employees carry fidelity insurance. One-third of these have 
the broad comprehensive policy recommended below. As would 
be expected, practically all of the national firms surveyed carry 
fidelity coverage. However, only 40% of these firms have the 
comprehensive policy.
Fidelity, burglary, robbery, forgery, and money or securities 
damage or destruction losses may be insured as needed under 
separate bonds or policies. However, the coverage is broader 
under a comprehensive dishonesty destruction and disappearance 
or 3-D policy, and sometimes is less expensive.
Fidelity
Dishonesty of employees is the feature of the comprehensive 
policy usually responsible for the greatest proportion of the 
premium cost. The insurance adviser should be furnished with a 
schedule of employees and an analysis of their duties so that he 
can advise whether the fidelity coverage should be on the blanket 
position or commercial form of policy. Full information will also 
aid him in negotiating the most favorable premium with the in­
surance company. To ascertain what loss limit should be carried, 
the formula developed jointly by the Surety Association of America
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and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants should 
be used.* An adequate over-all loss limit and the commercial form 
will usually be cheaper while at the same time providing proper 
insurance.
Burglary, Bobbery, Theft, Damage and Destruction
The burglary of safes, the theft of money, securities, stamps, 
office machines, etc., from the office premises, and the damage 
to the premises and equipment are other features of the compre­
hensive policy. The premium is, of course, based on the loss limit 
needed to cover such possible losses. This part of the policy also 
provides all risks, coverage on money and securities. Money and 
securities destroyed or damaged in a fire are not covered under 
standard fire policies. Property belonging to others in the account­
ant’s custody for which he is Hable, may be included under this 
policy if it is properly endorsed.
Forgery
Losses sustained through the criminal alteration or forgery of 
the firm’s checks may also be covered. This part of the premium 
may be cut in half if forgeries by employees are excluded. This 
saving can be justified if there is a sufficiently high fidelity limit 
because these losses caused by employees would be treated as 
infidelities. This insurance is relatively inexpensive and should 
be carried to protect all of the business and personal checking 
accounts. All checks are covered—including those not written 
on check-protector machines.
Safe Deposit Boxes
The CPA’s or client’s property in safe deposit boxes may be in­
cluded under the comprehensive policy if desired. Rates are 
subject to value and types of property insured, banks’ vault con­
struction, etc.
* How Much Dishonesty Insurance—Surety Association of America, 60 John
Street, New York 38, July 1956.
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5. Practitioner and Employee Benefits Insurance
Because so-called “fringe benefits” have become increasingly 
important in attracting and holding employees of high quality, 
the certified public accountant should consider providing, or 
making available at low cost, various forms of employee insurance 
benefits.
Business and industry, with their liberal and varied insurance 
plans, have a considerable advantage over accounting firms in 
attracting new recruits. Fortunately, even the practitioner with 
only a few employees can provide life and the various medical 
expense insurance coverages explained in this section.
Group Life
Group life insurance is basically annual renewable term in­
surance at wholesale rates. For groups of ten or more, there are 
usually no medical qualifications or restrictions because of age 
or sex. The rates are substantially lower than under individual 
policies largely due to savings in acquisition and administrative 
costs. Each group premium is based upon the amounts and ages 
at inception date and is recalculated each year. On groups over 
10 there may be year-end dividends for good loss experience.
Most recent policies provide, in case an employee becomes 
permanently and totally disabled before age 60, for the continu­
ance of the insurance, without a premium charge, as long as the 
employee remains totally disabled.
A valuable group life policy provision is the conversion feature 
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under which an employee may convert all or part of his group 
life insurance to an individual policy within 31 days of termina­
tion of employment for any reason and without any medical qual­
ification.
Accidental death and dismemberment insurance is usually writ­
ten as a companion coverage to the group life insurance and pro­
vides specified lump sum benefits for the loss of life, limbs or sight, 
arising out of an accident, either occupational or non-occupa- 
tional, anywhere in the world.
More than half of the surveyed firms with two or more employees 
provide life insurance for their staffs. About 70% of these firms 
are under the AICPA group life plan. Over 80% of all covered 
firms pay the full cost. Every practitioner desiring group life bene­
fits for himself and his staff should investigate this plan.
The size and expanding scope of the AICPA plan means that 
the practitioner and small and medium-sized firms can obtain 
coverage at a remarkably low net cost. The rate is $1.17 per $1,000 
per month for life insurance and an equal amount of accidental 
death and dismemberment insurance. However, the net rate for the 
year ended March 31, 1959 was only $.63 after a refund of 46.4%. 
Over the years a contingency reserve in excess of $1,260,000 has 
been accumulated after the payment of large refunds each year.*
Accident and Sickness— Non-Statutory
A small, but increasing number of firms and practitioners 
located in states where there is no statutory non-occupational 
accident and sickness insurance law now carry group accident and 
sickness insurance. In most cases the firm pays the entire cost. 
This coverage is not usually available on a group basis unless 
there are five or more lives insured.
If hospital, surgical or other medical benefits coverage is pro­
vided or made available, the employer is justified in using the 
weekly benefits paid under the group policy to offset, so far as pos-
* For full details on the AICPA plan, write: Reid Collins & Company, Inc.,
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17, New York.
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sible, the salary which is continued during an employee’s disability.
Some firms just insure the cost of prolonged illnesses, which can 
be substantial in the case of higher salaried staff members, on a 
one, two or three month deductible basis. This is relatively inex­
pensive insurance because of the large rate discounts for the wait­
ing period prior to the payment of benefits. Such a policy could 
also pick up after the statutory disability benefits cease in such 
states as New York, New Jersey and California.
Hospital, Surgical and Major Medical Benefits
Hospitalization insurance is made available by 52% of the 
practitioners with staff and firms included in the Institute’s survey. 
All of the national firms and 70% of the firms with over six em­
ployees are insured. In the case of 45% of the firms, the employees 
pay all of the hospitalization premium; 38% of the firms pay the 
entire cost. With most of the others, the firms pay from 25% to 
50% of the premium. Fifty per cent of individual practitioners 
with two or more staff who make this insurance available, pay the 
entire premium. Sixty-two per cent of the insurance carried by 
all firms is through local Blue Cross Hospital Service Associations.
Surgical benefits are available in 45% of the firms. Sixty per 
cent of the insurance is placed with local Blue Shield organizations 
and the remaining 40% of the firms carry this coverage with pri­
vate insurance companies. Thirty-six per cent of those carrying 
surgical benefits do not pass any of the cost on to their employees; 
48% collect the full premium from their employees; and the re­
mainder pay part of the costs. As with the hospitalization premium, 
the sole practitioners generally assume the full cost of the surgical 
coverage for their staffs.
The usual surgical plan—whether Blue Shield or insured— 
has a schedule of maximum benefits payable for each type of 
surgical procedure. The usual schedule has a maximum of $200— 
$250 for the most severe operations with comparatively smaller 
allowances for less complicated surgery. However, in most areas, 
schedules with higher benefits are available at increased cost.
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Most of the Blue Shield and insured plans also have an optional 
provision for reimbursement for medical services. A typical plan 
might allow $5 per day for doctors’ visits in the hospital or home 
and $4 per day for visits in the doctor’s office, limited to a specified 
number of visits for each period of disability or per year.
In some areas of the country there are non-profit surgical-medi­
cal plans other than the Blue Shield. For example, in the metro­
politan New York area there is the Health Insurance Plan of Greater 
New York (H.I.P.) which provides comprehensive medical care 
including preventive care, regular health check-ups, child care, 
eye tests, diagnostic check-ups, as well as the usual surgical-medi­
cal services. Another non-profit doctors’ organization operating 
in the New York area is Group Health Insurance, Inc. (G.H.I.) 
which features surgical, medical, diagnostic and visiting nurse 
services.
As with Blue Shield, these are prepaid medical plans, designed 
particularly for the lower paid employees, in which the partici­
pating doctors agree to accept the fee specified in the plan as full 
compensation for their services.
Normally, the cost of such comprehensive plan is greater than 
the usual Blue Shield or insurance company surgical plans.
Major Medical insurance, the newest and one of the most im­
portant employee benefits, is carried by only 22% of the firms 
surveyed. However, most of the national firms and firms with over 
25 in staff provide this important coverage. About 40% of these 
firms pay its entire cost.
Major medical is also called catastrophe insurance because it 
pays 75% to 85% of all medical costs above a moderate deduc­
tible. It steps in after Blue Cross, Blue Shield and other basic 
medical insurance benefits cease. It is not limited to hospital con­
finements and covers many of the special and usually costly ex­
penses not taken care of by other policies.
Two basic forms of major medical policy are available. The 
usual one carries a calendar year deductible and the maximum 
loss limit ($5,000, $7,500 or $10,000) is on a lifetime basis. How­
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ever the full coverage may be reinstated, after benefits are received 
by filing evidence of full recovery and good health. Total disability 
is not required under this type of policy. The other form however, 
requires total disability before benefits are payable and the deduc­
tible must be exceeded for the particular disability. Under this 
form, the maximum limit only applies to each period of disability 
and there is no lifetime maximum.
New Comprehensive Medical Benefits Plan
As the rates charged by Blue Cross plans continue to rise, the 
employer who pays all or a large part of the premium may find 
it necessary or desirable to look into the cost of plans provided by 
private insurance companies. If their employees are in better phys­
ical condition than the average of their community, the larger 
firms may lower their cost by earning the dividends or experience 
refunds allowed by insurance companies for better-than-average 
loss experience.
Firms considering medical benefits for their staffs should investi­
gate the advantages of the new comprehensive medical benefits 
insurance policy before committing themselves to a local hospitali­
zation and surgical plan and to an insurance company for major 
medical coverage. The new comprehensive policy combines under 
one contract, with one insurer, the coverage usually offered by 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield supplemented by excess major medical. 
With increasing Blue Cross rates, the cost for equal or better com­
prehensive coverage may be the same or less.
Disability of Principals and Partners
A CPA’s most valuable asset is his time. Individual practitioners 
particularly need weekly indemnity to replace income lost or 
reduced during an illness.
Because partners and principals are excluded under workmen’s 
compensation and disability laws, consideration should be given 
to individual disability policies covering loss of partners’ time due 
to any accident or sickness. Such coverage is available up to $1,000
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a month at reduced rates where there is a one, three or six months 
waiting period.
Most firms in such states as New York, New Jersey, Massachu­
setts, California and Illinois where the state societies have spon­
sored accident and sickness insurance plans, subscribe for these 
insurance benefits on partners and principals. The firm often assumes 
all or part of the cost—sometimes with the understanding that the 
weekly disability benefits will be used to offset salary or regular 
drawings.
These state society plans provide broad coverage at lower than 
the cost of comparable individual policies. In addition to an acci­
dental death and dismemberment benefit (usually $5,000), weekly 
indemnities from $25 to $100 are included. In case of a serious 
accident, these plans could pay up to $26,000 (260 weeks at $100) 
and in case of a prolonged sickness up to $10,400 (104 weeks at 
$100). With supplementary coverage, the 104 week limit on sick­
ness benefits may be extended, at additional cost.
In addition to weekly indemnity and reimbursement of medical 
expenses, the individual practitioner should consider business ex­
pense disability insurance. This type of insurance reimburses the 
insured for such expenses as rent, employees’ salaries, utilities, de­
preciation, contributions, dues, etc., incurred during a period of 
continuous total disability. Coverage is available in amounts from 
$100 to $1,000 a month for periods of one year. Although this in­
surance is of primary concern to practitioners with little or no in­
come-producing staff, full benefits are paid regardless of the income 
generated by the office during the period of disability. Applicants 
must be between 18 and 64 years of age; but the insurance can be 
renewed until age 70 with the insurance company’s consent.
The rates approximate $25 a year per $100 of monthly indemnity 
for those between 18 and 54. This means that a practitioner could 
have $6,000 ($1,000 a month for six months) of his business ex­
pense reimbursed during a year in which he is disabled for six 
months at a cost of $250 a year. The cost of this insurance is a 
deductible expense according to Section 162 of the revenue code.
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Payments are made from the first day of accident disability. Sick­
ness disabilities under 30 days are excluded; but the benefits are 
paid in full retroactively if the sickness extends beyond 30 days. 
One of the companies offering this insurance requires a 14-day 
waiting period but pays for 15 months.
State Society Accident and Sickness Insurance Plans
The basic coverage under most of the state society accident and 
sickness insurance plans provides or makes optionally available 
hospital, surgical and major medical benefits. Several of them 
permit the inclusion of dependents. If a firm needs extra medical 
expense insurance for partners and other higher salaried employ­
ees, it should consider this coverage for all who qualify by being 
state society members. With most of these plans new society mem­
bers are accepted regardless of their medical history if application 
is made within 45 days after joining the society.
Travel Accident
Many accounting firms are saving the time of partners and 
seniors by encouraging air travel. The over-all record on air travel 
accidents is remarkably favorable, but when accidents do happen, 
they are usually serious. For this reason it is advisable to take out 
accident insurance available at all airports, or to carry a blanket 
policy which automatically covers the insured for substantial 
amounts on all air trips taken during the year. This latter arrange­
ment eliminates the chance of forgetting to take out the trip insur­
ance. The cost of the blanket policy is somewhat higher; but there 
are other advantages over the trip-ticket airsurance. For about 
10% more than the $.40 to $.45 per $1,000 a year cost of blanket 
air travel coverage, it is possible to obtain accident coverage by all 
modes of public transportation (airlines, railroads, buses, taxis, 
steamships, etc.). While only 40% of the firms with a staff of 26 
and over (including national firms) provide travel accident in­
surance, 90% of those which do carry such insurance have pur­
chased the broad “all-modes-of-travel” form of policy.
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Among smaller firms (those with staffs under 25), this seems 
to be a neglected area of insurance. This is probably due to the 
fact that these firms undertake only limited travel. It can, however, 
be important to the practitioner and partners of firms whose family 
or professional associates should have the benefit of $25,000 to 
$100,000 in case of accidental death while traveling.
Business Life Insurance
Business life insurance should be considered if the untimely 
death of a partner would represent a serious financial loss to the firm. 
The insurance would not only cover the loss to the practice; it could 
be used to liquidate his interest in capital and good will. If such a 
provision is included in the partnership agreement, it can be used to 
cover salary continuation or other payments to the widow of the 
deceased or to his estate.
Even though annual or convertible term life  insurance may re­
quire less premium outlay in the early years, ordinary whole life 
policies usually are better in the long run because cash value is 
built up.
Some firms, however, prefer the “protection only” feature of 
term insurance in combination with other provisions for liquidating 
a deceased partner’s interest. Unless the cash is available this method 
usually involves a greater risk than insurance. Here is how one such 
firm describes its approach:
“About seven years ago we took out term insurance on the partners’ 
lives, some for five years and some for ten years. Meanwhile, we 
have been investing a small percentage of the firm’s gross receipts 
in listed securities. The amount so invested is greater than the 
difference between term insurance and ordinary life insurance pre­
miums, but not a prohibitive amount. By the time the first five year 
terms expired, the investment account was in a position to take 
care of the capital account of any partner who would have died at 
that time, and by the end of ten years we hope that it will be suffi­
cient to take care of the capital accounts of two partners, although 
we are uncertain that this will be the case. In any event, we have 
been able to build up sufficient investments so that insurance is no 
longer our sole line of defense.
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“One of the attractive things about a partnership building up an 
investment portfolio to take care of the possible death of a partner 
is that the fund is there for paying off the capital account of which­
ever partner dies first; unlike a life insurance policy which covers 
only specific partners. Naturally, we expect that if one partner dies 
before the investment account has built up sufficiently to take care 
of the death of two partners, we will re-examine the insurance 
picture with the view of taking out additional term insurance until 
the investment account has again been built back up.
“Of course, we have also taken accidental death insurance on all 
partners, so that in the event of the death of more than one partner 
as the result of an accident, we will be protected.”
If several partners are insured under business life policies, it is, 
of course, important that an agreement be drawn spelling out the 
ownership and beneficiary arrangements under each policy and 
that a provision be made for a partner leaving or retiring to take 
over all or part of the insurance on his own life.
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6. Conclusion
This discussion of various forms of insurance has emphasized 
the broad comprehensive policies as suitable for the “typical” needs 
of accounting firms. However, many firms and practitioners have 
special problems and varying abilities to withstand possible losses. 
Insurance, like any other personal service, should be tailored to fit 
the particular needs of the individual practitioner or firm. Un­
needed features merely add to costs, without extending the desired 
protection.
An adequate insurance program considers the possible severity 
of loss in relation to the cost for protection against it. Both the 
degree of exposure (the probability factor) and the financial con­
dition of the firm also play a part in this relationship, with the prob­
ability or experience being closely correlated with the cost. In 
addition to appraising these elements, the opinion of an insurance 
adviser who is familiar with the individual needs and the options 
best suited to meet them, should be sought before major changes in 
coverage are made.
How much insurance can a practitioner or firm afford?
Certain forms of insurance, (especially professional liability, 
where the experience has been good and the rates relatively low) 
are of paramount importance to every firm. Most practitioners 
will probably never suffer a loss, but they cannot afford the possi­
bility of having a claim seriously impair their financial position. 
Therefore, they should, at a minimum, protect themselves against 
catastrophic loss. In this connection, consideration can be given
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to deductible features as a means of minimizing costs, while still 
providing protection against major losses.
Bulletin 8, Survey of Accounting Office Expenses, revealed that 
the median expenditure for firm protection insurance in the smaller 
offices was about half of one per cent of gross annual fees, with 
the larger offices allotting a slightly smaller percentage. However, 
the figures for the 75 th percentile points for most office groups 
were double the median. In view of the findings of the current sur­
vey, which show a number of areas of apparent neglect by many 
firms, the amounts represented by these figures are probably in­
sufficient, especially for the smaller firms. The suggested programs 
on the following pages, together with estimated rate ranges, include 
not only the essential elements of firm insurance, but desirable 
protection for the practitioner/partner, employees, and their de­
pendents. No attempt has been made to show the costs of such 
programs because of the extremely wide range in rates (for ex­
ample, fire insurance can vary between $.10 and $1.50 per $100), 
but realistic consideration has been given to value and cost. Some 
practitioners may disagree with certain suggested coverages— and in­
deed these amounts cannot be considered universally applicable. But 
if these suggestions and the other material are helpful as guides in 
appraising individual programs, this bulletin will have served its 
purpose.
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Appendix A
Suggested Insurance Programs AMOUNTS OR LIMITS
Individual Practitioner 
3 Employees
Office Furniture, Equipment and Supplies, Office Contents Special
Form or Fire and Extended Coverages............................ ...................
Note: If leases make tenants responsible for redecorating and 
repairs to air conditioning, etc., put in by them—value 
of same should be included in insurance amount.
Valuable Papers and Records—All Risks..................................................
Accountants Professional Liability............................................................
General Public Liability—Comprehensive Form
Bodily Injury—Occurrence B a s is ........................................................
Property Damage......................................................................................
Automobile—Firm owned or Employee used cars
Bodily In jury............................................................................................
Property D a m a g e ....................................................................................
(Should be combined with Comprehensive General Liability)
Workmen’s Compensation ...........................................................................
Employers’ Liability if in “$25,000 Limit” states............................
Statutory Sickness or Non-Occupational Accidents
(N. Y., N. J., Calif, and R. I . ) ............................................................
Dishonesty—Comprehensive 3-D form
Fidelity .......................................................................................................
Damage and Destruction of Money, etc.
Check alteration and forgery ..............................................................
Employee Benefits
(a) Life ........................................................................................ ............
(b) Accident and Sickness (Non-Statutory)..................................
(c )  Hospitalization ................................................................................
(d) Surgical ............................................................................................
(e )  Major Medical (Catastrophe) ....................................................
Death or Disability of Practitioner
(a) Life ...................................
At least 90% of present 
insurable value
$5,000 minimum 
$100/200,000
$100/200,000
$10,000
$100/200,000
$25,000
As per law of states from which
employees are hired
$100,000
As per law
f$5,000 position form or 
($25,000 commercial 
Maximum average exposure 
$5,000
AICPA plan
(Approx, one year’s earnings)
Immediate benefits—accident 
7-day waiting—sickness 
Blue Cross, or similar plan 
Blue Shield, or similar plan 
$5,000
Best coverage and rates 
usually under State So­
ciety of CPAs Plans, 
where available
(b) Business Expense
Disability ........................
(c) Weekly Indemnity for 
time lost account of:
Accident .........
Sickness .........
(d) Hospitalization .............
(e) Surgical ..........................
(f)  Major Medical .............
AICPA plan
50% of overhead as minimum
$25 to $100 up to 5 years 
$25 to $100 up to 2 years 
$8 to $12 a day 
$150 to $225 
$10,000
Travel Accident
All modes of travel or at least business trips by air $25,000
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100 Staff
3 Partners 
10 Employees
6 Partners 
35 Employees
At least 90% of present 
insurable value
At least 90% of present 
insurable value
At least 90% of present 
insurable value
$10,000 minimum 
$150/300,000
$150/300,000
$20,000
$20,000 minimum 
$250/500,000
$250/500,000
$25,000
$25,000 minimum 
$500/1,000,000
$500/1,000,000
$50,000
$150/300,000
$25,000
As per law of states from which 
employees are hired.
$100,000
As per law
($10,000 position form or 
[$50,000 commercial
Maximum average exposure 
$10,000 
AICPA plan
{(Approx, one year’s earnings) 
Immed. benefits—accident 
7-day waiting—sickness 
Blue Cross, or similar plan 
Blue Shield, or similar plan 
$5,000
AICPA Plan
None
$250/500,000
$25,000
As per law of states from 
which employees are hired 
$100,000
As per law
($10,000 position form or 
($100,000 commercial
Maximum average exposure
$15,000
/AICPA plan
(Approx, one year’s earnings) 
Immed. benefits—accident 
7-day waiting—sickness 
Blue Cross, or similar plan 
Blue Shield, or similar plan 
$7,500
AICPA Plan
None
$500/1,000,000
$25,000
As per law of states from 
which employees are hired. 
$100,000
As per law
$10,000 position form or 
$100,000 commercial
Maximum average exposure
$25,000
/AICPA plan
/(Approx, one year’s earnings) 
Immed. benefits—accident 
7-day waiting—sickness 
Blue Cross, or similar plan 
Blue Shield, or similar plan 
$10,000
AICPA plan
None
$25 to $100 up to 5 years 
$25 to $100 up to 2 years 
$8 to $12 a day 
$150 to $225
$10,000
$25 to $100 up to 5 years 
$25 to $100 up to 2 years 
$8 to $12 a day 
$150 to $225
$10,000
$25 to $100 up to 5 years 
$25 to $100 up to 2 years 
$8 to $12 a day 
$150 to $225
$10,000
$25,000 $50,000 $50,000 staff travelers 
$100,000—partners
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Appendix B 
Distribution of Replies
This survey was directed to the main offices of firms and individual 
practitioners. Therefore, the replies reflect the insurance carried by 
the firm, rather than individual branch offices which are invariably 
covered by the central policies. With few exceptions, the benefits in­
surance available to home office employees is also available to branch 
office employees. Most of these exceptions are due to statutory varia­
tions among the states in which the multi-office firms are located.
Population of 
Metropolitan 
Area
Individual Practitioners
Size of Office One 2-5 6 & Over All Offices
Number of Replies 73 110 24 207
Under 25,000 ..............................
%
.............  6.8
%
16.4
%
12.5
%
12.6
25,000-100,000 ............................ .............  12.3 15.4 37.5 16.9
100,001-500,000 .......................... .............  31.6 23.7 8.3 24.6
500,001-1,000,000 ...................... .............  21.9 13.6 25.0 17.9
Over 1,000,000 ............................ .............  27.4 30.9 16.7 28.0
Total All O ffices............... .............  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Partnership Firms
Population of 
Metropolitan
Size of 
Office 2-5 6-10 11-25 26-50
Over
50
Na­
tional All Firms
Area Number of 
Replies 60 67 45 12 15 6 205
% % % % % % %
Under 25,000 . . . 10.0 8.9 13.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.8
25,000-100,000 . . 13.3 20.9 15.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1
100,001-500,000 . 28.3 22.4 31.1 16.6 13.3 0.0 24.4
500,001-1,000,000 16.7 11.9 4.4 41.7 13.3 0.0 13.2
Over 1,000,000 .. 31.7 35.9 35.6 41.7 73.4 100.0 39.5
Total All Firms............... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Appendix C
Summary Results of the Survey
The tables on the following pages represent the extent to which various 
types of insurance are carried by firms and practitioners, according to the 
size of the organization. The figures shown for each type of insurance rep­
resent the percentage of all firms within the size group that carry such 
insurance. The sub-group percentages show the distribution of the 
affirmative replies and do not relate to the total number of respondent 
firms. The dollar figures shown represent the median amounts of cov­
erage.
As might be expected, with the exception of very large firms that 
frequently self-insure in some areas, the percentage of firms that carry 
most types of firm protection and general insurance— and the amount 
of coverage— correlate directly with the size of the firm. On the other 
hand, there is a greater tendency among smaller firms offering certain 
types of employee benefits to pay the entire cost of such insurance. This 
is especially true in the case of hospital and surgical contracts.
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Table No. 1
Insurance Carried by Individual Practitioners
Total Personnel in Office
One 2-5 6 & Over
% Median % Median % Median
Office Furnishings & Supplies
Fire ............................................. 65.7 73.6 79.2
Extended coverages ............... 50.7 59.1 70.8
Sprinkler leakage .................... 8.2 10.9 4.2
Burglary and/or th e f t ............. 38.4 43.6 45.8
Special office contents
form of p o lic y ...................... 13.7 23.6 25.0
Damage to improvements
(painting, partitions, etc.)
made by y o u ........................ 9.6 18.2 29.2
Business Interruption or Extra
Expense ......................................... 4.1 4.5 8.3
Valuable Papers and Records.. 12.3 32.7 50.0
Policy limit or loss............. $ 5,000 $ 5,000 $10,000
Accounts Receivable.................... 0.0 0.0 4.2
Accountants Professional
Liability........................................... 24.7 53.6 66.7
Loss limits per claim............... 20,000 25,000 50,000
Loss limits in any one year.. 40,000 40,000 100,000
Insurance carried through:
State society p la n ............... 16.7 8.5 6.2
Lloyd’s of L o n d o n ............. 33.3 22.0 25.0
Amer. insurance co............... 50.0 64.4 62.5
Not specified ........................ 0.0 5.1 6.3- - ....... — —
Dishonesty of Employees...........
⁕
1.8 8.3
Individual b o n d s ................. 50.0 0.0
Blanket position form . . . . 50.0 t 100.0 5,000
General Public Liability............. 46.6 54.5 50.0
Bodily injury limits per person $ 25,000 $ 50,000 $100,000
Bodily injury limits per claim 25,000 100,000 300,000
Property damage limit
per claim .............................. 10,000 10,000 50,000
Policy covers claim for
water damage ...................... 20.6 23.3 50.0
Automobile
Not applicable.......................... 6.8 3.6 4.2
Bodily injury ............................ 89.0 94.5 91.7
Property dam age...................... 79.4 87.2 87.5
All cars used on business
covered .................................. 65.7 68.2 62.5
Bodily injury limits of
coverage: per p e r so n ......... 50,000 50,000 100,000
per c la im ........... 100,000 100,000 300,000
* Not applicable
† Not specified
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Table No. 1— (Continued)
Total Personnel in Office
One 2-5 6 & Over
% Median % Median % Median
Practitioner Disability
Weekly indem nity.................... 41.1 54.5 41.7
Continuing overhead expense 2.7 5.4 0.0
Health and A ccident.................... * 22.7 33.3
Insured through:
State society plan................. 48.0 62.5
Other p la n s ............................ 52.0 37.5
Amount paid by firm: A ll.. 44.0 50.0
Part. 8.0 12.5
None 16.0 12.5
Not specified 32.0 25.0
Group Life Insurance ............... * 36.3 37.5
Top limit of benefits................. 20,000 20,000
AICPA p la n .............................. 80.0 55.5
Other p la n s................................ 20.0 44.5
Amount paid by firm: A l l . . 80.0 88.9
Part. 0.0 11.1
None 5.0 0.0
Not specified 15.0 0.0--------
-
Hospitalization ............................ * 40.0 33.3
Blue Cross ................................ 50.0 62.5
Other p la n s................................ 50.0 37.5
Amount paid by firm: A l l . . 50.0 50.0
Part. 2.3 12.5
None 34.1 37.5
Not specified 13.6 0.0
Surgical .........................................
⁕
29.1 25.0
Blue S h ie ld ................................ 46.9 83.3
Other p la n s ................................ 53.1 16.7
Amount paid by firm: A ll . . 62.5 50.0
Part. 3.1 0.0
None 34.4 50.0■
Major Medical ............................ * 19.1 12.5
Amount paid by firm: A ll.. 81.0 66.7
Part. 9.5 0.0
None 9.5 33.3-------
Hospital, Surgical and Major
Medical Benefits for Dependents * 30.9 29.2
Amount paid by firm: A ll . . 44.1 28.6
Part. 2.9 14.3
None 32.3 57.1
Not specified 20.7 0.0
Travel Accident Insurance......... * 6.3 16.7
Air travel only ........................ 14.2 50.0
AU m o d e s................................... 42.9 25.0
Not specified .......................... 42.9 25.0
* N ot applicable
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Table No. 2
Office Furnishings & Supplies
Fire .................................................................
Extended coverages (windstorm, explo­
sion, falling aircraft, etc.) ........................
Sprinkler leak age.........................................
Burglary and/or th e f t ................................
Special office contents form of po licy .. .  
Damage to improvements
(partitions, painting, etc.) by you...........
Business Interruption or Extra Expense. . .
Valuable Papers and Records......................
Policy limit of l o s s .....................................
Accounts Receivable .....................................
Accountants Professional Liability ...........
Loss limits per claim ................................
Loss limits in any one year........................
Insured through:
State so c ie ty .............................................
Lloyds of L on d on ...................................
Amer. insurance co..................................
Not specified ...........................................
Dishonesty of Employees ............................
Individual b o n d s .........................................
Blanket position .........................................
Commercial blanket f o r m ........................
Comprehensive dishonesty........................
Limits: Fidelity
Outside robbery 
Inside robbery 
Forgery
Damage to money and 
securities
Total Personnel in Firm
2-5
% Median
6-10
% Median
71.7 82.1
66.7 64.2
13.3 22.4
36.7 35.8
28.3 22.4
18.3 28.4
1.7 0.0
28.3 38.8
$ 5,000 $ 10,000
1.7 0.0
63.3 67.2
25,000 60,000
40,000 100,000
15.8 24.4
18.4 17.8
63.2 51.1
2.6 6.7....... —
5.0 1.5
33.3 0.0
66.7 7,500 100.0 2,500
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
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Insurance Carried by Partnerships
11-25 26-50 Over 50 National
% Median % Median % Median %
77.7 75.0 80.0 50.0
71.1 33.3 53.3 50.0
20.0 0.0 26.7 16.6
42.2 33.3 46.7 50.0
24.4 0.0 40.0 33.3
28.9 25.0 46.7 33.3
0.0 0.0 6.7 0.0
37.8
$ 10,000
41.7
$ 10,000
60.0
$ 25,000
33.3
2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
93.3
60,000
100.0
200,000
93.3
1,000,000
100.0
180,000 250,000 1,000,000
7.1 8.3 0.0 0.0
11.9 41.7 46.7 100.0
73.8 50.0 42.9 0.0
7.2 0.0 10.4 0.0
17.8 33.3 60.0 83.3
12.5 25.0 44.4 20.0
62.5 10,000 25.0 10,000 5.6 20.0
25.0 17,500 50.0 15,000 22.2 40.0
0.0 0.0 22.2* 40.0*
Median
$ 200,000
7,500,000
10,000,000
3.500 
1,700
2.500 
100,000
no coverage
2,500
30,000
100,000
4,250
4,250
17,500
4,250
* Exceeds 100% because some firms carry more than one type of policy.
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General Public Liability ..............................
Bodily injury limits per person..................
Bodily injury limits per claim....................
Property damage limit per claim.............
Policy covers claim for water dam age..
Automobile
Not applicable.............................................
Bodily injury ...............................................
Property dam age.........................................
All cars used on business covered.........
Bodily injury limits of
coverage per p erso n ..............................
per c la im ................................
Partner Disability
Weekly indemnity .......................................
Continuing overhead ex p en se .................
Health and Accident .....................................
Insured through: State Society plan . . .
Other plans ...............
Amount paid by firm: A ll........................
Part......................
N one....................
Not specified....................
Group Life Insurance.....................................
Top limits of benefits................................
AICPA p la n ..................................................
Other plans ..................................................
Amount paid by firm: A ll........................
Part......................
N one....................
Not specified....................
Hospitalization ...............................................
Blue Cross ....................................................
Other plans ..................................................
Amount paid by firm: A ll........................
Part......................
N one....................
Not specified...................
Table No. 2
Total Personnel in Firm
2-5
% Median
6-10
% Median
43.3 61.2
$ 50,000 $ 50,000
100,000 100,000
5,000 5,000
15.4 9.8
11.7 13.4
76.7 77.6
66.7 74.6
58.3 58.2
100,000 100,000
300,000 300,000
48.3 38.8
1.7 1.5
31.7 34.3
21.0 30.4
79.0 69.6
26.3 34.8
21.1 39.1
10.5 8.7
42.1 17.4
43.3 55.2
20,000 20,000
96.2 67.6
3.8 32.4
96.2 81.1
0.0 13.5
0.0 2.7
3.8 2.71 ——
31.7 58.2
52.6 66.7
47.4 33.3
31.6 38.5
47.4 48.7
0.0 7.7
21.0 5.1
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11-25
% Median
26-50
% Median
Over 50
% Median
National
% Median
64.4 50.0 66.7 100.0
$100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $250,000
300,000 200,000 300,000 500,000
10,000 50,000 10,000 75,000⁕
24.1 16.7 40.0 0.0
4.4 8.3 6.7 0.0
88.9 91.7 86.7 100.0
77.8 75.0 73.3 100.0
68.9 66.7 66.7 83.3
100,000 100,000 100,000 250,000
300,000 300,000 300,000 500,000
20.0 0.0 6.7 0.0
0.0 8.3 0.0 0.0
35.6 50.0 53.3 66.6
31.2 33.3 50.0 0.0
68.8 66.7 50.0 100.0
50.0 16.7 0.0 0.0
43.7 50.0 50.0 50.0
6.3 16.7 50.0 33.3
0.0 16.6 0.0 16.7
--
71.1 83.3 80.0 100.0
20,000 15,000 10,000 40,000
78.1 70.0 25.0 0.0
21.9 30.0 75.0 100.0
84.4 90.0 58.3 33.3
6.2 0.0 25.0 50.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.4 10.0 16.7 16.7— — • ■ —
84.4 100.0 86.7 100.0
71.0 83.3 61.5 83.3
29.0 16.7 38.5 16.7
31.6 16.7 30.8 0.0
23.7 16.7 7.7 0.0
42.1 66.6 61.5 100.0
2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0— ■ 1
* Two-thirds of the firms have no property damage coverage under this policy.
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Table No. 2
Total Personnel in Firm
2-5 6-10
% %
Surgical ............................................................. 25.0 56.7
Blue S h ie ld .................................................... 40.0 65.8
Other p la n s .................................................... 60.0 34.2
Amount paid by firm: A ll........................ 20.0 36.8
Part...................... 0.0 7.9
N one.................... 46.6 50.0
Not specified.................... 33.4 5.3
Major Medical ............................................... 11.7 26.8
Amount paid by firm: A ll........................ 42.9 55.5
Part...................... 0.0 27.8
N one.................... 42.9 16.7
Not specified.................... 14.2 0.0
Hospital, Surgical and Major Medical
Benefits for Dependents................................ 21.7 56.7
Amount paid by firm: A ll........................ 30.8 36.8
Part...................... 0.0 15.8
N one................... 38.5 44.7
Not specified................... 30.7 2.7
Travel Accident Insurance............................ 3.3 4.5
Air travel o n ly ............................................. 0.0 0.0
All m o d e s ...................................................... 100.0 66.7
Not specified ............................................. 0.0 33.3
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11-25 26-50 Over 50 National
% % % %
80.0 100.0 73.3 100.0
66.7 58.3 72.7 83.3
33.3 41.7 27.3 16.7
27.8 16.7 27.3 0.0
22.2 16.7 9.1 0.0
47.2 66.6 63.6 100.0
2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0— — — 1
24.4 41.7 53.3 83.3
36.4 40.0 62.5 20.0
45.4 40.0 25.0 60.0
9.1 0.0 12.5 20.0
9.1 20.0 0.0 0.0
68.9 83.3 86.7 100.0
29.0 0.0 23.1 0.0*
19.4 10.0 7.7 0.0
41.9 80.0 69.2 100.0
9.7 10.0 0.0 0.0
"" 1 -------- •
15.6 25.0 26.7 lOO.Ot
42.9 33.3 50.0 0.0
42.9 66.7 50.0 100.0
14.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
* Hospital and Surgical only—Major Medical premiums paid in same proportion as 
policies carried on employees.
t  In one-third of the firms, applies to international travel only.
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Appendix D
Accountants Professional Liability Insurance Policy
The basic policy provisions of most of the American companies 
are similar. Among the broader policies is the New York State Society 
Plan, which is summarized here.
The most important part of the policy is the Insuring Agreement 
in which the company agrees:
1. To pay, on behalf of the insured, all sums which the insured 
shall become legally obligated to pay for damages caused or alleged 
to have been caused by the insured, any accountant or accounting or­
ganization acting under contract with the insured or any partner or 
employee of any of the foregoing, in the performance of professional 
services for others, including but not limited to breach of contract,
(a) through neglect, error or omission;
(b) through dishonesty, misrepresentation or fraud, except if made 
or committed by or at the direction of the insured, any officer 
or partner of the insured with affirmative dishonesty or actual 
intent to deceive or defraud;
(c) through civil libel or slander or defamation of character, except 
if committed in bad faith by the insured, or by any partner, 
officer or employee of the insured, and except loss and ex­
pense due to criminal libel or criminal slander by the insured, 
or by any partner, officer or employee of the insured.
2. Moreover, the policy states that the company shall, as respects 
the insurance afforded by the policy, defend in his name and behalf 
any action or suit against the insured alleging negligence, error or omis­
sion, etc., even if such action is groundless, false or fraudulent. This, 
perhaps, is more important to a professional man, whose professional 
reputation may be at stake, than the payment of such claims.
3. The policy contains a broad definition of the scope of the in­
sured’s duties. They are defined to mean professional services performed 
by and advice given by the insured in the conduct of his practice, in­
cluding, without limitation, duties performed or advices given in relation
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to matters of taxation, whether or not any claim or suit refers to the 
insured’s professional status as an accountant.
4. The policy covers claims or suits against any employee, charging 
neglect, error or omission, while acting within the scope of his employ­
ment as an employee of the insured, in the performance of professional 
services for others.
5. On bonds to release attachments and on appeal bonds the in­
sured is relieved of providing indemnity to the surety up to the limit of 
liability under the policy.
6. Coverage is afforded the insured where he would be obligated to 
pay damages because of professional acts of any predecessor in business.
7. The policy remains in effect when there is a change among the 
partners of the named insured even though it results in changes in 
the name or business style of the firm. Notice of changes are required 
to be given to the company.
8. Retired partners covered for pre-retirement acts under firm’s 
policy at no charge.
9. The estate of deceased principal or partner is covered.
10. The insured shall not be required to contest any legal proceed­
ings unless counsel, to be mutually agreed upon by the insured and 
the company, shall advise that such claim should be contested.
11. The policy affords coverage even if there is other insurance 
applicable to an occurrence covered by this policy. In that event the 
coverage under this policy becomes excess over the limits of such 
other insurance.
12. Company must give 30 days notice of cancellation.
(a) If the company cancels, the thirty-day period for reporting 
claim may be extended for two years at reasonable cost.
(b) If the insured does not renew, the thirty-day period for re­
porting claims may be extended up to six years at reasonable 
cost.
13. The only stated Exclusion in this policy is that the insurance 
does not apply to liability under the Securities Act of 1933 or any 
amendment thereof, nor to any loss and expense in connection with 
claims of liability asserted against the insured under said Act: however, 
it is specifically understood and agreed that this exclusion does not apply 
to work performed under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
This exclusion may be removed for an additional premium of 10%. 
If, however, it is determined that there was no such exposure for any 
completed policy year, 50% of this additional premium will be refunded 
for that year. (Recently, at least one insurance company has removed 
this exclusion entirely from their policies.)
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